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WELCOME BACK
Hey! Great to see you back. Hope
you've missed us as much as we've
missed makings these periodicals for
you.

Monika

NEW
STUDENTS
INTERVIEW

SO AS WE HAVE GOT NEW
STUDENTS IN OUR
SCHOOL WE DECIDED TO
ASK THEM A FEW
QUESTIONS.

Hi guys I want to ask how you like the school?
Student1: Oh hi, well it’s really cool. The atmosphere is nice and we don’t feel like insects here
Students2: Yeah and people are nice and helpful and they give some good advice about the teachers
Okie and do you have favourite lesson?
S1: Well I really like sport classes with Mr Góral
S2: Yeah sport classes are probably the best
And is there anything that you want to change or you see that this is needed?
S1: A machine with snacks…
S2: And coffee
S1: Yes this would be cool. Oh and we love the fact that we have our lockers it's great idea
How about your classmates?
S1: They are really nice people, we just start knowing each other but it's great
Okie last question. You know that at our school you need to take extended classes and you have some choices. Do you already
know which one you want to take or do you struggle with it?
S1: I will decide between biology/chemistry and maths/physics. We'll see and the end of semester
S2: And I will probably take maths and physics
Okie, thanks for your time and good luck guys

Natalia

THE
CRAZIEST
SPORTS

01

Chasing cheese

Yeah, you heard right. It's all about chasing
cheese. In this competition the cheese "escapes" at the speed
of tens of kilometers per hour on a steep slope. The rules are
easy- who catches it first wins.

02

Wife carrying

This sport involves hoisting up your little miss
and well, running. Through forest. Through sand. Through
water. Over log hurdles. It's great fun but I wish you luck with
your wife after the competition.

TOP
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03

Buzkashi

This discipline belongs to Afganistan,
Kirgistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. It's the
sport in which horse-mounted players attempt to place a goat
or calf carcass in a goal. Traditionally, games haven't got
designated time, so you can play it as long as you want.

04

Chessboxing

In short: the duel consists of a
maximum of 11 rounds: six 4 minutes rounds of chess and
five 2 minutes rounds of boxing. The game ends with a mat
or a knockout. Who would dare to try?

05

Skibobbing

There's no way to not get crashed in this
sport! It is not skiing and it is not snow biking. You could call it
as a combination of both of them. What do you do in this
competition? You attach a skibob (it is something like a bike for
snow) to your feet and you just go. There are no winners. You
can't stop the game unless you crash or hit something.

Iga

DARE TO TRY AND SAY THESE?

TONGUE TWISTERS

1.

2.

How much wood
would a woodchuck
chuck if a woodchuck
could chuck wood?

She sells sea shells
by the sea shore.
The shells she sells
are surely seashells.

3.

4.

I wonder whether
the wether will
weather or whether
the weather
the wether will kill.

Which witch wished
which wicked wish?

Jakub

Dawid

- Knock knock
- Who's there?
- Ice cream
- Ice cream who?
- Ice cream if you don't let me in!

Why did the blonde put sugar on her bed?
Because she wanted sweet dreams!

Two monsters went to a Halloween party.
Suddenly one said to the other, "A lady just
rolled her eyes at me. What should I do?"
The other monster replied, "Be a gentleman
and roll them back to her."

What about some

JOKES
Why do zombies only date intelligent women?
They just love a woman with BRAAAAINS!

Dear Jedi, today is Friday the 13th, there's
never been a better time to join the Dark
Side.

THANKS

FOR READING
See you soon!
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